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Master of his own mythology
By Barnaby Martin

In Indonesia, Nyoman Masriadi’s mixing of Balinese and pop culture has brought him world renown

'The Man from Bantul (the Final Round)' (2000)

B

ack in 1996 Singaporean gallerist Jasdeep Sandhu was an aspiring art dealer on the hunt for something new. “It was a boiling hot
day in Yogyakarta, Indonesia. I was being driven around town on the back of my friend’s Honda Tiger. We went into so many
studios but finally we stumbled into Nyoman Masriadi’s single dark room, littered with books and reeking of clove cigarettes ... He was
monosyllabic, he had little work to show me, and I was about to give up when I saw his painting ‘Pulau Bali’ (‘Island of Bali’). It was a
departure from anything else I had ever seen.”
Seventeen years later and Masriadi – the joint recipient of the inaugural Asia Society prize – is an artist of international significance. He
no longer lives in a hovel but in a spacious house in an affluent suburb of Yogyakarta. As recently as 2006 his works were selling for
$10,000 at auction but in 2009 his “The Man from Bantul” sold at Sotheby’s in Hong Kong for 100 times that.
Masriadi was born in Bali, the beautiful Hindu island province of the vast Muslim archipelago-nation of Indonesia. Bali has retained its
own rich and ancient Hindu and pre-Hindu animist cultural tradition. Although Masriadi says that this heritage is not a burden, he
acknowledges its inescapable influence.
Masriadi is a shy man, short and slight of build. Over tea during a recent visit to Oxford, he discussed his artistic background: “My
father was a traditional Balinese wood carver, so I never needed to study Balinese art. Balinese art is like these Oxford gargoyles, you
grow up with them all around you.”
At 15, Masriadi went to art school, transferring to Institut Seni Indonesia, the prestigious national art academy located in Yogyakarta,
when he was 18. Masriadi explains how the curriculum at ISI was heavily biased towards abstract expressionism and new media, and
this awoke his rebellious instincts. “ISI was quite narrow. Once they told me it was not good to use black in paintings, so I began to
paint only in black. I liked American artists. Not Warhol so much, but Lichtenstein and Johns.”
The influence of Jasper Johns on Masriadi’s early work is clear. Once he had passed through an almost obligatory phase of paying
homage to the work of Indonesian 20th-century master Affandi, he began to paint flags and targets and maps (“Pulau Bali”). His selfwww.ft.com/cms/s/2/ddc3effa-bbc9-11e2-82df-00144feab7de.html#axzz2UZdbGuyx
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portrait from 1996 is reminiscent of Johns’ “Target With Four Faces” (1950).
“He learned a lot from Johns,” says gallerist Sandhu. “He saw what Johns did with the American flag, or with a target, but he has moved
on. Now he does what Johns did but with Batman or Superman, or sport stars, or any type of figure.”
In 1997 Masriadi returned to Bali. For a year he earned easy money painting pictures for
tourists, many featuring demons and superheroes from Hindu and Balinese mythology.
“The year in Bali was a meditation,” he says. “Painting figures for souvenirs was not a
waste because when I went back to Jogja, I had a new weapon.”
That new weapon was the discovery that the future of painting, as far as he was concerned,
was figurative: he left abstraction behind for good. His paintings from 1996 to 1998 often
have the feel of Philip Guston’s work from the 1950s when the American artist similarly
began to paint his way back from abstract expressionism with his Klansmen, lightbulbs and
socks. “Meat Eater” (1999) shows a smoking chef chopping up hunks of flesh but the
subdued palette has none of the exuberance of his later work.
These were lean times: Masriadi rented a small house in Bantul, an insalubrious suburb. It
wasn’t, he reflects, the ideal place to bring up a family. The watershed series of paintings
“The Man From Bantul” is a product of this period. Huge, black-skinned boxers slug it out
in the ring while vicious-looking audience members bare their teeth in bloodthirsty
encouragement and check their mobile phones.
His other great influence has been video games. Masriadi’s brother introduced him to
multiplayer video games and for a time Masriadi was addicted. He also became fascinated
by DC comics. The effect on his work of this aesthetic appears to have been instantaneous.
From 2000, almost everything is painted in glorious, explosive Technicolor. The athletes and warriors of his earlier work recur in
exuberant gloss, stripped of all context, their forms sleek and chiselled, as in the virtuoso “Frozen Face” (2006) or “Master Yoga”
(2009).
'Fresh Money' (2007)

'Master Yoga' (2009)

But it is a measure of his talent that he is equally able to paint the underbelly of contemporary Indonesia – poignantly observed
depictions of his fellow countrymen that hover between revulsion and horrified pity. In “Don’t Ask Me Ask the President” (2008),
Masriadi brings out every pimple, every vein and every grimace on the faces of the two men locked in argument. And “Free Money” is
a ghastly snapshot of the effects of the Asian financial crisis and of quantitative easing: bags of money are piled up where bags of food
should be.
Masriadi’s art is big and colourful but its superficial simplicity hides his real quarry: the universal truths that lie beneath the puppet
play of mythology or computer games or social interactions. Perhaps this is the secret as to why the shy, diminutive Balinese painter’s
vast canvases resonate so strongly all over the world.
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------------------------------------------Nyoman Masriadi, together with Lee Ufan and Zeng Fanzhi, are this year’s recipients of Asia Society’s inaugural award. His work is
at Gajah Gallery at Art Basel in Hong Kong.
www.artbasel.com
------------------------------------------Dreamlike and disturbing: other artists on Yogyakarta’s art scene
Yogyakarta has always been Indonesia’s cultural capital, and today it is home to artists from every corner of the island nation, working
in widely diverse styles.
Eko Nugroho (b. 1977) says his work is inspired by the poverty, the religious fanaticism and the
ravages of globalisation that he sees all around him every day. His contemporary concerns find
expression in traditional batik, or on giant quilts, or through shadow puppet shows or short
animations. Recurring again and again throughout his work are diamonds, skulls, UFOs, television
sets and people whose heads have been replaced by waste-paper baskets, piles of feathers or gun
turrets. His visions are all the more disturbing because they are somehow so familiar.
By contrast, Yunizar (b. 1971), a devout Muslim from Sumatra, is one of Indonesia’s leading
contemporary painters. He has no internet access, works outside in his courtyard, is not interested
in politics, and paints only when the mood takes him. He has said that he tries to paint rasa,
meaning “taste”, “feeling” or “flavour”, and his work can be reminiscent of Australian indigenous
art, with patterns drawn from nature and dreamlike visions. He might paint a house he would one
day like to live in, or even scrawl words on his canvas in a language of his own devising.
Eko Nugroho's 'Flow er Generation II' (2012)
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